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I. BACKGROUND

The purpose of this document is the quantitative definition of objectives,
targets, and parameters of the Next-Step device to follow the present RFX
experiment; this device is given the name RFXNS. Although developed over
five years ago, much of the material distilled into the 1988 RFP tactical plan 1
is useful in establishing the goals and parameters of RFXNS. This earlier
plan established tentative parameters of an RFP next step based on: a)
predictions of RFP ignition 2,3 and commercial-reactor 4'5 devices; and b) the
assumed successful operation of highly complementary RFP experiments -
RFX 6 and ZTH/CPRF 7. Programmatic changes and evolution that have
occurred since 1988 strongly impact the role and characteristics of an
RFXNS: a) the Los Alamos ZTH/CPRF project and fusion program was
terminated in mid-construction for reasons of MFE cost savings and concept
focusing; b) great progress has been made in launching ITER; and c) reactor
projections for the tokamak have increased in detail and variety 810, but not
in commercial promise and competitiveness 11,12. A brief status of and
perspective from each of the above three points is necessary before the key
issues and their implementation to form the basis of the RFXNS definition
are given.

• Loss of ZTH/CPRF: External control of the RFP equilibrium by
programmed and feedback vertical magnetic field is essential to any
high-current, long-pulsed device; The thin-conducting-shell feature of
ZTH remains untested and must be firmly established by RFX before
any serious progress towards RFXNS and reactor-relevant RFP
plasmas can occur; this important constraint must be firmly faced by
the present RFX operating plan, or modifications thereof.

° ITER: The world intellectual, technical, and budgetary focus has been
placed squarely on the International Tokamak Experimental Reactor.
The enormous cost of this device cannot be divorced from the eventual
commercial-reactor application and related practicality (size, capacity,
and operability) and economics (total capital and unit costs as well as
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reliability, need, and competitiveness); the issue of "need" for an
RFXNS is tied directly to the commercial-reactor issue and, hence, if
indeed an improved reactor embodiment is needed, probes close to a
sensitive nerve for ITER.

• Tokamak Reactor Projections: The dismal economic projects of an
ITER- based commercial reactor and the need for the tokamak to enter
the commercial market at sizable 5-10 GWe if dressed in the ITER

garb 11 has prompted serious consideration of ways to improve
significantly the tokamak physics in the direction of more-compact,
higher-power-density steady-state plasmas 13'14. In addition to this
important justification and role of TPX, the stellarator has recently
mounted an aggressive campaign to sell its significant advantages
(zero net current, no disruptions, low magnetic fields, ignited-plasma
operation) and to minimize its equally significant disadvantages
(complex and massive coils, low power density, an ITER- encircling
reactor projection) 15. The justification for the RFP, therefore, must vie
with significant and well-based efforts in "new-think" tokamaks and
stellarators (and torsatronsl6), given that the world fusion program
(i.e., ITER) accepts (allows) the existence of ideas that do not follow the
ITER line. In this context, the RFP must offer a proverbial "carrot"
that is sufficiently appetizing, and this carrot must be offered in
competition with others.

Hence, while the focus of this not _ is the beginning of the process necessary to
identify updated objectives, targets, and (eventually) parameters for an
RFXNS, this process cannot proceed very far without serious consideration
and incorporation of the implications of an ITER-dominated program that is
searching for a path to an operationally, economically, and environmentally
"attractive" and competitive commercial power plant (electric or otherwise11).
The TPX 13,14 is probably the most relevant tokamak experiment to be
proposed in the quest for tokamak-based fusion power; it is looking at all the
"right" issues and proposes to pursue relevant solutions, as guided by serious
reactor considerations, and still the TPX must fit into scope and budgetary
constraints established directly or indirectly by ITER. Solutions offered by a
well co-ordinated and reviewed stellarator program 15,i'_ hit the tokamak
where it hhrts, but it is far from clear that the excess baggage carried by the
stellarator is worth a disruption-free steady state. Given that the TPX will
examine directions to improve the tokamak reactor, and given that non-
tokamak solutions to the tokamak reactor dilemma will be tolerated in an
ITER-dominated fusion program, the stellarator may be the main competition
to the RFP, in general, and main determinant of the RFXNS, in particular.
In this context, the reactor prognoses of the RFP must be re-visited (and, if
necessary, reported) as an essential element of the RFXNS definition
exercise.

II. CONTEMPORARY RFP FEATURES AND ISSUES



The general goal of the world fusion program is the establishment of the
scientific and engineering basis required for the safe, economic, and
competitive production of fusion power. As suggested above, the physical
size, power density, capability for continuous power generation, and the
longevity of critical system components (particularly those facing the plasma)
of a tokamak fusion power plant based on the direct extrapolation of the
present data base present serious concerns. Tokamak concept improvement
programs are being designed to address these concerns 13,14, and both the
commonalty and uniqueness of the stellarator are being offered 15,16 as an
eventual substitute for the tokamak reactor. The need for an RFP program
must be cast primarily in terms of its ability to solve (ameliorate, reduce,
eliminate) the power-density, steady-state, and related complexity issues
identified by projections of the conventional tokamak to the commercial
reactor. While important, the contribution of the RFP program to the overall
(generic) understanding of the fusion-physics data base represents a
secondary and less important reason for justifying large-scale RFP fusion
research. After briefly reviewing the general characteristics of an RFP that
offer unique alternatives to the best reactor projections of the tokamak or
stellarator, a comprehensive list of contemporary physics issues 1 that must
be addressed to achieve the unique reactor benefits portrayed for the RFP is
given. These two items - a) the parameters for a unique and competitive
commercial end-product, and b) the state of contemporary RFP physics - then
form the basis for generating both a general tactical plan 1 and a quantitative
definition of an RFXNS that would form the Next Step in that plan.

A. RFP Reactor Characteristics

Like the tokamak, the RFP is a member of the axisymmetric, toroidal class of
magnetic confinement configurations that use externally applied toroidal
magnetic field, induced toroidal plasma currents, and toroidal equilibrium
through externally applied vertical magnetic fields. Unlike the tokamak, the
RFP configuration resides near a theoretically predicted minimum-energy
state, and the ratio of plasma kinetic pressure to the confining magnetic-field
pressure is sufficient in present small and low current (relative to the reactor
end-product) experiments for economic reactor operation. Both toroidal and
poloidal magnetic fields in the RFP are generated primarily by currents
flowing in the plasma and not, unlike either the tokamak or the stellarator,
in large, high-current-density superconductors. These plasma currents form
a highly sheared magnetic-field configuration near the edge of the RFP,
where the toroidal field actually reverses direction relative to the toroidal
field within the plasma. The reversed toroidal field outside the plasma and
extending to the toroidal coils is very low compared to the tokamak or the
stellarator; pressure confinement is provided primarily by the poloidal
magnetic field generated by large toroidal currents flowing at high current
density in the plasma. A naturally occurring "dynamo" associated with
particle motion within the turbulent plasma continually regenerates and
maintains this highly sheared magnetic-field profile; the turbulent field-line
reconnection process that drives this relaxation process also drives enhanced



particle and energy transport, making confinement an important issue for the
RFP.

Because the confining magnetic fields in an RFP are generated primarily by
plasma currents, rather than externally generated fields, both toroidal and
poloidal magnetic fields are relatively weak at the coil structures that
generally dominate the cost in both the tokamak and stellarator fusion power
cores. Consequently, the ratio of plasma kinetic pressure to magnetic field
pressure at the coils (i.e., the "engineering" beta) can be high compared to
other toroidal systems. This high engineering beta translates into an option
for more-compact, higher-power-density systems with significant cost and
maintenance benefits. The turbulent dynamo-sustained, near-minimum-
energy RFP configuration also offers the possibility for unique solutions to
the problem of efficient current-drive requirements by invoking a range of
plasma-non-intrusive (compared to neutral-beam or radio frequency-wave
injections) magnetic-helicity-injection schemes. Lastly, a dynamo-sustained
RFP operates near a stability-related beta limit, wherein intrinsic
confinement is degraded if a beta limit is exceeded; once at that beta limit is
exceeded, energy loss by either intrinsic (turbulent) mechanisms or radiative
channels serve equally effective to maintain the beta limit. Consequently,
operation in a high radiation mode (e.g., by injecting small amounts of high-Z,
low-Zeff impurities) is possible, which, along with the low exo-plasma toroidal
magnetic field and high edge-plasma densities, can alleviate divertor heat
loads and associated divertor size limitations in otherwise compact
configurations. The limiting RFP reactor embodiment in principle can be
reduced to the size of a conventional fission pressure vessel (800-1,000
kWe/tonne 5, compared to 100 kWe/tonne for an advanced tokamak s and 50
kWe/tonne for an advanced stellaratorl5), although the above-described
unique combination of characteristics found in the poloidal-field-dominated
RFP could be exploited in other ways (e.g., projected cost-effective, lower-
capacity power plants).

The utility and exploitation of many of the RFP characteristics to create a
uniquely attractive fusion power plant depends crucially on an ability to
improve confinement with increasing plasma current while maintaining the
plasma beta at values close to those reported from lower-current, reduced-
confinement devices, and on time scales that require nearly complete control
of the plasma equilibrium and stability by external means; the RFXNS and
RFP devices beyond cannot operate with conducting shells close to the
plasma with electrical time constants much in excess of a few 10s ms

(ZT40M, ZTH, and RFX shell times were/are xv = 400, 50, and 300 ms,
respectively). These latter requirements define the contemporary RFP issues
listed in the following subsection and ultimately are used to define both the
RFPNS and the devices to follow.

B. CONTEMPORARY RFP PHYSICS ISSUES

The list of contemporary RFP physics issues generated as part of the Ref. 1
tactical plan was intended to meet interim MFE objectives as stated in the



USDOE/OFE Magnetic Fusion Program Plan (MFPP) 17 of 1984. Near-term
technical steps required to carry out the MFPP strategy were identified in the

Technical Program Plan (TPP) 18. While these strategic and technical
planning exercises have largely gone by the wayside, particularly with the
emergence of ITER, the descriptive list of RFP "Contemporary Issue" remain

as valid now as they did when generated five years ago 1. Similarly, the TPA-
generated "Program Elements" - Macroscopic Equilibrium and
Dynamics(Stability); Transport; Current Drive, and Plasma-Particle
Interactions (Impurity Control) - remain as a valid means to classify the
Contemporary Issues for purposes of planning RFP R&D over the next 5-10
years. A synopsis of each of 21 Contemporary Issues is given below. Table I
gives a cross-correlation of each Contemporary Issue with each Program
Element, which for the purposes of this document have been re-named as:
Equilibrium and Stability; Transport; Current Sustainment; and Impurity
Control. The group listed as authors on Ref. 1 also ranked the importance of
each issue as to High (H), medium (M), or Low (L); this ranking is reproduced
on Table I as reported in Ref. 1, but should be re-assessed in terms of the
specific goals of the ongoing RFX Project, the projected RFXNS, and the
realities of the RFP needs justification as reflected in the three items
discussed in Sec. I. (i.e., loss of the ZTH contribution to RFP program;
emergence of ITER as a major focus for the world fusion program; the dismal
projection of tokamak reactors based on ITER physics and the need for
significant concept improvement vis avis TPX or the stellarator). Table IA is
a first Cstrawman") attempt at re-assessing the 1988 priorities given in Table
I.

This list of Contemporary Issues is intended to provide a quantitative basis
for setting goals for RFX, RFXNS, and RFP devices beyond in a quest for
significantly improved fusion reactors. Some of these issues will (should) be
addressed in part or entirely by RFX (or some modification thereof, RFXM),
some of these issues will be address by RFXNS or follow-ons, and some issues
may simply dissolve with experience from more advanced devices. The main
intention here is to compile a comprehensive list of Contemporary Issues that
at present stand between the existing RFP data base and the ultimately
attractive commercial end-product, and then to use these issues to define
objectives, targets and parameters for interim RFP devices needed to achieve
the optimal reactor. It should be noted that confinement (scaling) in the
present context is not considered an "issue", but rather is a Program Element
(Transport) that is impacted by the Contemporary Issues listed below.

1. Resistive Wall Modes. Increased energy confinement times, as indicated
primarily by a lower loop voltage, result from carefully centering the RFP
within the vacuum liner. Precise equilibrium control requires a thin shell
outside the generally resistive vacuum liner, with the time for vertical-field

penetration, rv, that is short compared to the total discharge time, _D. Early
theoretical work indicated the need for a conducting shell located close to the
plasma to prevent the growth of external kink modes; a strong concern
remains that a thin shell will admit unstable MHD modes to an extent that
may limit the discharge time. A well-developed data base and associated



theoretical understanding is essential for the planning of future higher-
current RFP experiments, which will depend on whether these modes can be
avoided or will require active feedback stabilization on the time of the shell
penetration time. This issue (role and control of Resistive Wall Modes)
combines at high priority with First-Wall Location and Plasma Equilibrium
Control issues described below to assess the need for and degree to which the
conducting shell thickness can be reduced and, correspondingly, the degree of
external control of plasma equilibrium can be increased in higher-current
(higher equilibrium Shafranov shifts) RFPs.

2, Current Rampdown and Termination. Avoidance of rapid current
terminations in higher-current, pulsed RFPs is essential to mitigate large
first-wall thermal pulses and concomitant damage. Controlled current
rampdown has been demonstrated on smaller RFPs (ZT40M, OHTE,
HBTXIB), wherein the Poynting vector has been reversed at the first wall
and magnetic energy extracted from the discharge on a relatively long time
scale. Even when current terminations occurred within the rampdown period,
the subsequent impact has been significantly reduced. More work is required
to identify the physics necessary for avoiding destructive current
terminations in higher-current RFPs. Theoretical studies have identified self-
similar, stable RFP profiles for current rampdown, and that these profiles
may not require a dynamo for maintenance against resistive diffusion.

3. First-Wall Location. Linear MHD theory indicates the desirability for
close spacing between the plasma edge (i.e., vacuum liner) and the conducting
shell; a substantial widening of kink instability windows results when this
spacing is more than a few percent of the plasma radius. Practical
considerations related to electrical insulation, bellows convolutions, and first-
wall armor generally increase this plasma-shell separation distance. This
issue of First-Wall Location is related closely to the issues of Resistive Wall
Mode, Plasma Equilibrium Control, Electrical Boundary Control, and
Separatrix/Divertor, with these related issues presented in order of
increasing importance as the RFP current is increased.

4, Plasma Equilibrium Control. The foregoing three Contemporary Issues
strongly impact this issue of Plasma Equilibrium Control and the ability to
achieve higher-current, longer RFP discharges. Plasma equilibrium and
position control in most RFPs initially was provided passively by a
surrounding conducting shell. As noted under the Resistive Wall Modes issue,
dramatic improvements irl plasma characteristics (loop voltage decrease,
increased confinement and temperature) are observed if more precise position
control is achieved by the use of vertical magnetic field. The level of active
vertical-field control for the next RFP devices is incompatible with thick-shell
operation, and RFPs with currents >-1 MA will require thin shells to assure
desired levels of external control of plasma equilibrium and minimum wall
contact during current rampup; this requirement will become stronger for
lower-aspect-ratio RFPs at lower currents.



5, Electrical Boundary Conditions. The increased stability associated with a
close-fitting conducting shell is accompanied by increased field errors
associated with shell non-uniformities (i.e., insulated gaps required for
poloidal- and toroidal-field penetration, diagnostic and vacuum-pumping
access, and eventually discontinuities associated with divertor plates). The
shell thickness, separation from the plasma, and general electrical continuity
define the Electrical Boundary Condition issue, which in turn determines the
level of fluctuations, transport, and local first-wall heating rates. Engineering
choices, particularly for advanced RFPs with active impurity control, will be
greatly affected by the consequences of the Electrical Boundary Condition
issue, particularly with respect to the impact of the degree and configuration
of field-line tying on the dissipation of magnetic helicity in the edge-plasma
region and the impact on increased dynamo and hyper-resistivity on the
overall plasma performance. Clearly, the interdependence is great between
the Resistive Wall Modes, First-Wall Location, Equilibrium Control, Edge-
Plasma Physics, Separatrix/Divertor, and the Electrical Boundary Condition
issues.

6. Feedback Stabilization. Although not necessary in present experiments,
active feedback stabilization of helical instabilities may be required in RFPs
with discharge times that far exceed the shell resistive diffusion time. Both
the number and nature of simultaneously unstable modes are important
input to any feasibility assessment of the experimental difficulty and
practicality of active feedback stabilization (i.e., allowable phase error,
complexity and locations of sensor and coil arrays, amount of reactive power,
etc.) This issue couples strongly to the issues of Resistive Wall Modes, Plasma
Equilibrium Control, and Electrical Boundary Conditions, as well as having a
potentially strong impact on First-Wall Location and Separatrix/Divertor
issues.

7, Plasma Rotation. Evidence of plasma rotation as a general RFP
characteristic is mixed. The impact of plasma rotation on the role of the
conducting shell in stabilizing certain MHD modes requires further
experimental and theoretical study. Of primary interest to the design and
operation of future RFPs are: a) the degree to which rotational modes are
correlated (coherence); b) the degree of nonlinear coupling and the impact on
the dynamo (i.e., spectral shift from m =1 to m = 0 modes); and c) the degree
to which plasma rotation reduces line tying associated with resistive-shell
instabilities, and thereby improves the stabilization provided by the shell.

t_, ....Plasma ShaDing. The main motivation for considering noncircular RFPs,
as for the tokamak, is to improve stability, particularly with respect to
curvature-driven, pressure-driven modes. Preliminary calculations of
interchange (e.g., Mercier) instabilities in RFPs indicate vertical elongation
or midplane indentation actually diminishes the beta stability limit 19. Large
horizontal elongations have modest benefits. Generally, the complexities of
plasma shaping might be needed if the more than adequate beta values at
which present RFPs operate diminish appreciably with increased plasma
current.



9. Turbulence and Fluctuations. An RFP can loosely be characterized as a
continual series of miniature (local) disruptions. The characterization of the
associated plasma turbulence, as reflected in field, density, flux, and
temperature fluctuations, is essential to the fundamental understanding of
plasma transport and the relationship between the energy dissipated in the
RFP dynamo and the genera] operating mode applied to the RFP. The need
for understanding of Turbulence and Fluctuations applies to both the
(turbulent) core and the (more-quiescent) edge plasma. For advanced, higher-
current RFPs, the impact of "operating mode" on this crucial issue extends
from formation and current ramp to understanding and optimization of
Separatrix/Divertor configurations and (ultimately) Current Drive by
magnetic helicity injection. Understanding of this issue in the context of RFP
transport should lend directly, at least on a local scale, to understanding of
comparable mysteries of the tokamak. Experimental evidence suggests that
the turbulence associated with the dynamo action that maintains the RFP
configuration does not limit the plasma energy confinement time. It is
important to learn whether this situation extends to higher current
operational regimes. Since confinement in RFPs is provided primarily by the
edge plasma, understanding of mechanisms and conditions that drive
Turbulence and Fluctuations in this crucial region is of particular import.
Equally important is understanding the role of Turbulence and Fluctuations

in flattening the _ = Po Jll/B profile in the core plasma, thereby producing a

state similar to the constant-p near-minimum-energy Taylor state 20.
Additionally, understanding the role of non-local energetic electrons in

flattening _-profiles, increasing transport to the edge plasma, and
contributing to hyper-resistivity is crucial to the design and operation of
higher-current RFPs.

10, Hot Ions. Under certain experimental conditions (e.g, high-® discharges,

where ® = B0(a)/<B¢>), the ion temperature is found to exceed the electron
temperature in these otherwise ohmically heated discharges; under certain
conditions, the ion energy can be 2-3 times the electron temperature.
Furthermore, the ions under certain conditions can equilibrate with the
cooler electrons on a time scale that is considerably shorter than the classical
equipartition time. An understanding of the physics associated with these
phenomena is essential to unraveling heating and transport mechanisms in
RFPs, and the coupling between the two. It has been suggested that
anomalous ion heating could be caused by viscous damping of MHD
perturbations, and thereby coupled to the Turbulence and Fluctuations issue.
A hot-ion mode of operation could be used to reduce significantly the (ohmic)
heating requirements, however.

11, Profile Measurements. The Profile Measurements issue combines the

measurement and control of profiles with the need for density and I¢/N
control. Detailed profile information is required to assess and advance all
four of the Program Elements: Equilibrium and Stability; Transport; Current
Drive; and Impurity Control. Impacts on edge-plasma conditions and plasma-



wall interactions during the formation, current ramp, and current
sustainment phases are crucial to attaining high-quality, high-current RFPs.
Advances in theoretical understanding of transport, turbulence and
fluctuations, and MHD stability depend strongly on detailed knowledge of
plasma profiles and the control thereof.

12, Density Profile Control. Control of the density profiles in RFPs is
primarily through gas puffing at the plasma edge and pellet injection into the
plasma interior. Both methods are the primary means to change the
electron-temperature, and, hence, current-density profiles in RFPs; direct (rf)
methods for modifying current-density profiles have yet to be identified for
the higher-density RFPs. In addition to obvious needs to maintain optimal

IcrN values and (ultimately) to refuel, Density Profile Control is an issue that
will impact strongly the Separatrix/Divertor issue and the overall control of
deleterious plasma-wall interactions. Additionally, control of high-Z (but low-
Zeff) impurities injected to achieve the high-radiation RFP mode that is
crucial to the operation of divertors in otherwise compact, high-power-density
devices connects strongly to the Density Profile Control issue.

13, High Current Density. Poloidal-field-dominated RFPs that confine high-
power-density plasmas that in turn would be ohmically heated to fusion

temperatures require toroidal current densities, j¢ = I¢/x a2, that are

relatively high (a = 0.6 m, j¢ = 10-15 MA/m 2) compared to q-constrained (q ~
Bc/Bo/A) tokamaks. To date, most RFPs have operated with current densities
that are 2-3 times below this range, but -3 times that of a typical tokamak.
Generally, the ohmic-heating power density would be sufficient to bring a DT-
fueled RFP to ignition. Understanding and control of plasma equilibrium and
heat--flux peaking at the first wall, as well as active wall protection (e.g., high
plasma radiation fractions in magnetically diverted plasmas), are essential
for operation at higher current densities. In addition to achieving strong
ohmic heating required to create fusion-grade RFPs, increased j¢ (rather than

I¢ per se) may be an important for improved confinement and the
maintenance of high _0 as the total current increases. Increasing j¢ for a

given I¢/N = j¢/n will require increased plasma density, and the means by
which these higher densities are achieved and maintained must be identified.
As the current and, hence, density increases, operation with high-recycle,
highly radiating, magnetically diverted plasmas becomes a consideration.

14, Field Perturbations. Reduction in magnetic-field errors associated with
conducting-shell gaps and diagnostic ports have reduced loop voltages and
lengthened discharge times for a number of smaller RFPs. Controlled
experiments to determine the sensitivity of RFP performance to a range of
field errors would improve confidence in the design and operation of higher-
current RFPs. Understanding and control of field errors is particularly
important to the design and implementation of magnetic divertors required
for the higher-current, longer-sustained RFPs.



15, Plasma Resistance. The global plasma resistivity, _, is an important

measure of performance in ohmically heated RFPs: XE = (3/16)a2/_E = _to _l/_0.
Accurate modeling of plasma resistance, therefore, is important to the
interpretation of present experiments, as well as to the extrapolation of
future experiments. While in some RFPs it has not been necessary to invoke
nonclassical resistivity to make global magnetic-helicity and energy balances,

under certain operating conditions (e.g., high I_ or tile insertion into the
plasma edge) a nonclassical resistivity or modified Ohm's law is required to
interpret the observed scaling of loop voltage with plasma current. An
improved understanding of this anomalous resistivity (e.g., edge-plasma
helicity dissipation or impurity introduction; hyper-resistivity connected with
dynamo-related MHD activity), and a clear separation from classical effects
(e.g., field-line "screw-up" factors, increases in Zef f, etc.) are crucial to the
projection of future, higher-current RFPs.

16, Current Drive. The Current Drive issue is strongly motivated by
commercial reactor considerations. Methods for non-inductive current drive
are grouped into one of two main categories. The first category includes rf or
neutral-beam injection to modify the energetic tail of the electron distribution
within the core plasma; this approach is generally intrusive of the plasma
(i.e., requires antennae or ducts in close proximity to the plasma) and
becomes less efficient for higher-density plasmas. The second category of
current drive sustains current through MHD-driven electric fields generated
in the plasma either directly through edge-plasma or induced by phased
oscillations of the two main magnetic-field components; either means to inject
magnetic helicity into the plasma are non-intrusive and not limited in
efficiency by the plasma density, although helicity injection into low-
temperature, resistive plasmas is inefficient and difficult. Oscillating-Field
Current Drive (OFCD) has yet to be demonstrated, although a plasma
response to the phased modulation of the toroidal and poloidal fields that is
predicted by simple magnetic-helicity balance was observed in ZT40M. An
unambiguous demonstration of OFCD will require improved isolation of the
wall from the "breathing" RFP, particularly for lower-temperature plasmas.
Hence, introduction of a separatrix and a magnetic divertor, in conjunction
with higher-current, lower-resistivity plasmas in an RFP configuration with
acceptable field perturbations will be necessary. Consequently, the Current
Drive issue is strongly linked to the Separatrix/Divertor, Electric Boundary
Condition, and related issues.

17. Edge-Plasma Physics. The Edge-Plasma Physics issues have strong
impact on the Transport, Current Drive, and Impurity Control Program
Elements. Both the energy and particle fluxes from the plasma, and the
associated spatial distribution, determine the plasma-wall interaction and,
concomitantly, the state of the edge-plasma region tha_ provides much of the
RFP confinement and (possibly) helicity dissipation. The Edge-Plasma
Physics issue is expected to assume even greater importance when coupled to
the need for active impurity control, improved plasma-wall isolation, and the

10



implementation of highly radiating plasmas, all of which are needed for the
higher-current RFPs being projected herein.

18. Separatrix/Divertor. High-power-density, steady-state RFP operation will
require an active impurity-control scheme in the form a magnetic divertor.
The Stability and Equilibrium of an RFP with a separatrix is a concern, since
the magnetic configurations considered are non-axisymmetric and a null
toroidal magnetic-field component resides near the separatrix; the formation
and size of magnetic islands in this crucial edge-plasma region is an
important divertor design constraint. Tile stability of a poloidal-field divertor
has been investigated 21, but considerations of coil fbrces and plasma
confinement lead to a choice of magnetic divertor based on the minority

° toroidal field for advanced RFPs 2,4. Sub-issues related to formation, startup,
and sustenance of an RFP with a toroidal-field separatrix, and the associated
Edge-Plasma Physics issue, _emain to be elucidated.

19, Highly Radiating Plasma_. As indicated for the High Current Density
" issue, the need to reduce appreciably the nonuniformity of the first-wall heat

flux and (ultimately) the divertor plates will necessitate a large fraction of the
plasma heating power to be radiated from the core and edge plasma.
Operation in a high-radiation mode is crucial to the compact, high-power-
density fusion reactor and ultimately will be a desirable operating mode for
higher-current RFPs devices being planned. Central to achieving the high-
radiation regime is some form of a (benign) beta limit, where.in small

. concentrations of high-Z (low-Zef f) impurities can create a channel for a
majority loss of plasma heating power without significantly affecting the

global confinement, xE = 1/(1/x c + 1/XRAD). The intrinsic confinement time, Xc,

increases and the radiative confinement t_me, XRAD, decreases. The uniform
bathing of the first wall by fRAD > 0.9 of the plasma heating power alleviates
considerably _;he divertor heat load and allows a significant shrinkage of the
overall device size; first-wall areas, in principle, can approach that allocated
for divertors in the designs of conventional tokamak reactors of the same

fusion power 4. For similar reasons, recent tokamak reactor designs are
invoking higher-rRA D plasmas, but the nature of tokamak confinement
establishes limits on fRAD and, hence, the benefits of a more uniform heat-
flux distribution.

• 20, N0n-M_xw_llian El_¢tr0n_. Edge-plasma measurements on RFPs
indicate high-energy electrons with long collision mean-free-paths carry
significant momentum and energy along magnetic-field lines to first-wall or
limiter surfaces. These energetic electrons under certain conditions can carry
almost all the heating power to a limiter insert. These electrons have an
unknown origin, but the data (ZT40M) are consistent with electron
acceleration by electric fields in the core of the RFP (j.E is maximum)
followed by transport (anomalously) across the mean magnetic field to the
plasma edge. The interaction of these high-energy electrons with plasma-

-- facing components would lead to severe damage and impurity influx; this hot-
_ electron mode requires further understanding and avoidance.
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21, FQrmation/Startup. The kinds of RFPs produced by most major devices
would provide ideal "seed-RFPs" for RFX and devices beyond, including
compact ignition 2 and reactor 3 devices (e.g., Te = 100-200 keV, I¢ = 0.1-0.2
MA, a = 0.4-0.6 m). Efficient plasma breakdown and RFP formation that
differ little from present experience are anticipated, but strong external
control of plasma equilibrium and density (i.e., It/N) will be required for I¢ >~
1 MA; the amount of pre-discharge vertical field required for injection into a
long-time-constant conducting shell to assure acceptable Shafranov shifts for
these higher-current discharges is expected to interfere seriously with the
plasma breakdown/formation phase. The externally controlled "seed-RFP",
ideally, would be formed in times that are 2-3 times longer than present
experience without significant increases in magnetic-flux consumption and
with considerably reduced plasma-wall interaction and associated impurity
influx. Forming RFPs at currents much above I¢ = 0.1-0.2 MA without
external equilibrium control is expected to be an inefficient use of energy
(flux) and lead to higher-Zeff RFPs. This low-It RFP formation phase would
be followed by a slow (~10-20 MA/s), dynamo-assisted current ramp to the
final, megaampere current level. At some point into the slow current-ramp
phase, high-Z impurity injection would occur to achieve high-fRA D operation
while (ultimately) the toroidal separatrix is formed and the magnetic diverter
is brought into operation. Clearly, a close coupling of the Formation/Startup
issue with the Separatrix/Divertor issue is expected.

22, Beta Limits. As described under the Highly Radiating Plasma issue,
operation in the high-fRA D mode required for reduction of heat fluxes and
effective divertor operation is possible without serious degradation of the
global energy confinement only for a (benignly) beta-limited plasma.
Generally, most RFPs operated to date have to varying degrees indicated a _{}

limit where nT(0)/I¢ remains nominally constant; some decrease in this ratio
with increasing I¢ has been observed, however, and possibly is a result of

shifting plasma profiles and/or hot-ion effects. The coupling of)_E with _ [XE

= (3/16)a2/zE = _o T1/_9] is crucial to future experiments, with a major goal

being the decrease in XE without serious degradation in _. Achievement of
this goal impacts on and is effected by a number of the Contemporary Issues
described above, not the least of which are Profile Control, Plasma
Resistance, Density Control, and Resistive Wall Modes; all impact strongly on
the program(s) devised to address the Transport Program Element.

III. PRIORITIES AND DIRECTIONS

A. General Considerations

The priorities and directions originally established by the 1988 RFP Tactical
Plan remain largely unchanged except for: a) the loss of the ZTH/CPRF
project and the important contribution to thin-shell operation of a high-
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current RFP with ever-increased external control of the plasma equilibrium.
Since this information is crucial to achieving RFP discharges of sufficient
temperature and duration to be able to predict with confidence the Next-Step
device and the increased attention this near-ignition device must give to
impurity control and current sustenance, thin-shell operation must become
an essential ingredient in the RFX short-term plan. The primary goal of this
short-term plan remains as stated in Ref. 1: the attainment of radial
transport and scaling measurements needed to project the RFP plasma
performance to ignition/burn conditions. This goal would be achieved in

relatively short-pulsed plasmas (_D < 1 s) and would emphasize the clear
resolution of issues related to the Equilibrium and Stability Program
Element for a range of shell issues (e.g., increased external equilibrium
control), plasma profile issues, and issues related to the maintenance of
reactor-relevant betas while increasing confinement.

Once this Transport goal is achieved in a short-pulsed mode on RFX with
increasing levels of external plasma equilibrium control, which was to be a
major milestone for the ZTH/CPRF proof-of-principle test, the advanced
issues related to the Impurity Control and (ultimately) Current Drive RFP
Program Elements would be computationally and experimentally addressed.
Progress in this latter two areas would (ideally) occur in parallel with
continued progress being made under the Equilibrium and Stability (i.e., then
thinner-shell operation) and the Transport P_ogram Elements. The degree to
which the present RFX facility would contribute to these longer-term (but
pre-RFXNS) goals, either directly (i.e., as is, by pushing parameters) or by a
front-end upgrade (i.e., thin the shell and increase the plasma-shell gap),
must be quantified and set as boundary conditions for the RFPNS definition.
The following subsection suggests a "strawman" RFX and RFXM (M =
Modification) goals (projected achievements) from which to launch the
RFXNS objectives, goals, and objectives.

Finally, at the other end of the spectrum, the RFP reactor boundary condition
is crucial to defining the goals and objectives of the RFXNS. Although based
on firm and reasonable engineering extrapolations, the ground rules under
which the high-power-density, compact TITAN 3 reactor study was conducted
should be re-examined to assure that the physics versus engineering merits
offered by the RFP are optimally exploited in light of present fashion and
concerns associated with both tokamak 8-12 and stellarator 15,16 reactor
projections. Those concerns center on the large physical size and unusual
complexity for both of these toroidal systems. The primary merits of a
poloidal-field-dominated system like the RFP remain: a) compactness and
high power density at high engineering beta (again without pushing key
engineering limits any further than the tokamak or stellarator reactor
embodiments); and b) combined or eliminated plasma-support technologies
with reduced engineering parameters (i.e., reduced complexity in a system
that retains the capability for single-piece (torus) maintenance). One
approach to re-establishing the reactor boundary condition needed for the
RFXNS definition would recast the 1,000-MWe TITAN reactor at nominally
the same (or somewhat reduced) physical size but with reduced power output
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(100-500 MWe), while re-optimizing to shown a reasonable margin of
economic competitiveness for these lower-capacity (and lower total cost) RFP
power reactors; in light of recent results from cost-optimized ARIES designs,
and the as-yet-uncosted, but predictable expensive (i.e., the ratio of fusion-
power-core mass to net-electric power, or mass power density
MPD(kWe/tonne), is half that of the already expensive ARIES-I design)
stellarator reactor 15, this should not be difficult to do.

B. RFX Objectives and Goals

[RFX Project needs to provide more detail here, ideally organized as below]

Suggested below are a series of steps based on the existing, and (eventually)
modified, RFX facility that would provide an ideal position from which to
launch the RFXNS (NS = Next Step or "No Shell"). These RFX-related steps
are presented here as "strawmen" to initiate discussion and input from the
RFX Project as to the direction of the RFP program in the short-term (i.e.,
beyond the next few experimental campaigns on RFX) and in the longer l_n
(next five-ten years).

1. Thick-Shell Operation [machine as it is presently configured; call it
RFXTS (TS = Thick Shell)]

-_ push for increased parameters to an extent allowed by the thick
conducting shell, the need to pre-inject vertical field for toroidal
equilibrium at a given plasma current, and acceptable impurity levels.

2. Reduced-Shell Operation [call this series beyond RFXTS the RFXRS (RS =
Reduced Shell), i.e., RFXTS* and RFXM outlined below]

a. Innovation on RFXTS [call it RFXTS*]

-_ find ways to increase plasma current with vertical field control schemes
other than methods used in RFXTS, push plasma current as far as
equilibrium considerations and vertical-field limits allow; find more
effective plasma breakdown schemes in the presence of increasing
requirements of pre-injected vertical field as the plasma current is
increased.

b. Front-end Modifications [call it RFXM, last phase of RFXRS series]

use thinner shell, increase plasma-to-shell gap, provide external control
of vertical field, (lastly) begin exploring means to introduce toroidal-field
separatrix in preparation for RFXNS; aim for maximum current allowed
by present RFX power supplies in a front-end that can take the heat for

short times. (_D _"100-300 ms, I¢ - 3-4 MA).

IV. RFPNS SCIENTIFIC OBJECTIVES, TARGETS, AND PARAMETERS
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{to be done after review of need, present status, and related now(RFX)-
and-then(reactor) boundary conditions by RFX Project and University of
Wisconsin(?); quantification of the "fine-structure" in the RFX plan

suggested above [e.g., RFXTS -_ RFXRS(RFXTS* -_ RFXM)] is essential
to the quantitative definition of RFXNS}

General (target) characteristics of RFXNS (depends on success of the
RFXTS -_ RFXRS(RFXTS* _ RFXM] sequence or the like suggested
above):

• plasma current, I¢ = 6-8 MA (near ohmic ignition in DT under the more
optimistic conditions).

• plasma current density, j¢ = 10-15 MA/m 2 (radius, a = 0.4-0.5 m, but
aspect ratio in the range A = 5-6 for reasons of equilibrium control and
impurity control).

• thin shell (_V << _D), with more or less full external control of vertical
field.

• operate with a toroidal-field separatrix (poloidal x-point locus) and
pumped divertor.

• high plasma radiation mode, fRAD > 0.95.

• minimum nuclear radiation (hydrogen or helium plasmas).

• begin examination of non-inductive means to sustain current.

V. FINDINGS

[to be done jointly by RFX Project, University of Wisconsin(?),
and Los Alamos]
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TABLE I. Contemporary Issues versus Program Element and Associated RFP
Research Priorities (a)

Program Equilibrium/ Current Impurity
Element _ Stability Transport Drive Control

Contemporary $
Issue

Resistive Wall Mode H
Rampdown/Termination L
First-Wall Location H H H

Equilibrium Control L (b) M
Electrical Boundary Condition (c) H H
Feedback Stabilization L
Plasma Rotation L
Plasma Shaping L
Turbulence/Fluctuations H H
Amolalous Ion Heating M
Profile Measurements (d) H H H H

High Current Density (e)
Field Perturbations L
Profile Control H H H
Plasma Resistance M
Current Drive H
Edge-Plasma Physics H H H
Separatrix/Divertor M M M M
Radiating Plasma H
Non-Maxwellian Electrons L L
Density Control H H
Formation/Startup L
Beta Limits H H H

(a) H = high, M = medium, L = low; reproduced from Ref. 1
(b) important, but not envisaged as requiring new physics concept
(c) includes general considerations of vacuum-liner resistance, vacuum
region, shell, gaps, ports, etc.
(d) B, Te,i, ne, i, etc.
(e) engineering issues identified; issue has been addressed within a factor of
two in past RFP experiments.
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TABLE IA. Contemporary Issues versus Program Element and Associated
RFP Research Priorities (a) for RFPNS

Program Equilibrium/ Current Impurity
Element _ Stability Transport Drive Control

Contemporary $
Issue

Resistive Wall Mode H
Rampdown/Termination L [H]
First-Wall Location H H H [H]

Equilibrium Control L (b) M
Electrical Boundary Condition (c) H H [H]
Feedback Stabilization L [H] [H]
Plasma Rotation L
Plasma Shaping L
Turbulence/Fluctuations H H
Amolalous Ion Heating M
Profile Measurements (d) H H H H

High Current Density (e) [M]
Field Perturbations L [H]
Profile Control H H H [H]
Plasma Resistance [H]
Current Drive H [H]
Edge-Plasma Physics H H H
Separatrix/Divertor M M [H] [H]
Radiating Plasma [H] H
Non-Maxwellian Electrons [M] [M]
Density Control H H [H]
Formation/Startup [M] [M]

" Beta Limits H H H

(a) H = high, M = medium, L = low; reproduced from Ref. 1, but revised
according to contemporary (1993) thinking with changes indicated by [ ].
(b) important, but not envisaged as requiring new physics concept
(c) includes general considerations of vacuum-liner resistance, vacuum
region, shell, gaps, ports, etc.
(d) B, Te, i, ne, i, etc.
(e) engineering issues identified; issue has been addressed within a factor of
two in past RFP experiments.
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TABLE II. Contemporary Issues versus RFP Experimental Phase/Step and
Relative (Projected) Emphases on Contemporary Issues (Table I,IA) (a)

Phase/Device -_ RFXTS (b) RFXRS(C) RFXNS(f)
RFXTS*(d) RFXM (e)

Key characteristics
• current, I_(MA) 0.5-1.0 1.-2. 2.-3. 6_-8.
• shell time, xV(ms) -300. >100. 20.-30. ~10.

• discharge time, xD(ms) <300. 200.-300. 100.-200. >1,000.
• external vertical-field control none some mostly total
• wall(g) arm. arm. arm./sep, sep./div.

Contemporary Issues

Resistive Wall Mode H M M/L
RampdowrgTermination L M H H
First-Wall Location M H H
Equilibrium Control M H H
Electrical Boundary Condition H H M L
Feedback Stabilization M H
Plasma Rotation
Plasma Shaping
Turbulence/Fluctuations H H H H
Amolalous Ion Heating
Profile Measurements (d) H H H H
High Current Density M M M H
Field Perturbations H H M]H L
Profile Control H H H H
Plasma Resistance H H H H
Current Drive LWI
Edge-Plasma Physics H H H H
Separatrix/Divertor L/M H
Radiating Plasma M H
Non-Maxwellian Electrons
Density Control M H
Formation/Startup H L
Beta Limits H H H H

(a) measure of focus, concern, resolve: H = high, M = medium, L = low; a
blank indicates a (projected, guessed) non-issue.
(c) present RFX, TS = Thick Shell follow-on campaign to present RFX, RS =
Reduced Shell
(e) innovation on present RFX to gain more external control of vertical tor of
field and access higher currents. Front-end modification of present RFX, M =
Modification
(f) next-step RFP, NS = Next Step
(g) arm. = armor; sep. = separatrix; div. = divertor
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